Other structures in the world

Other very long structures.
Elsewhere in the world:
- Lake Pont Chartrain bridge in Louisiana: 38,422m
In Europe:
- The Storebaelt bridge in Denmark: 6,800m
In France:
- The Pont de Mindin over the Loire (Saint Nazaire) : 3356 m
- The Normandy Bridge: 2141 m

Very high bridges

Elsewhere in the world:
- The Gorge Bridge in Colorado: 321m
In Europe:
- The Gueneroz bridge in the Swiss Valais: 186m
In France:
- The Artuby Bridge over the Verdon Gorge (Var Département) : 186m

Cable-stayed bridges
- Normandy bridge, central span 856m
- Pont de Brotonne, central span 320m

Suspension bridges
- Akaski bridge in Japan, 1990m central span
- Tancarville Bridge, 608m central span

Arch bridges
- Gorge Bridge in the USA, 510m central metal arch
- Krken Island Bridge in Yugoslavia, 390m concrete arch

European bridges with constant height decks
- Bridge over the Kocker in Germany, 1123m concrete deck
- Bridge over the Moselle in Germany, 935m metal deck
- Bridge over the Neckaren in Germany, 900m truss deck - Pont de Normandie, main span: 856m